Modern static bug finding tools are complex. They typically consist of hundreds of thousands of lines of code, and most of them are wedded to one language (or even one compiler). This complexity makes the systems hard to understand, hard to debug, and hard to retarget to new languages, thereby dramatically limiting their scope.
Introduction
Research on bug finding has exploded in the past couple decades. While researchers have explored many approaches, Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, or to redistribute to lists, contact the Owner/Author. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org or Publications Dept., ACM, Inc., fax +1 (212) the dominant, near-universal trend has been towards increasing complexity. The unsound dataflow analysis of early tools has given way to SAT solvers, theorem provers, and fullblown symbolic execution. While these new systems find interesting bugs, they also miss bugs due to their complexity. The more complex a tool is: the worse it scales; the harder it is to debug and understand; and the more assumptions it makes, limiting the programs it can check.
Our own work has followed this standard path, going from static analysis to symbolic execution. The complaints above are drawn both from our own difficulties dealing with the day-to-day cost of increasing complexity and from commiserations with other researchers. As a personal data point, the inherent difficulty in reasoning about symbolic execution-where each judgment is typically the result of thousands of previous low-level, feedback-directed decisions-meant that we once spent about six months uneasily trying to replicate our own results with our own tool with only mixed success [18] . As another, we have even struggled with the simpler approach of static analysis. During development, a commercial tool from our group switched the order in which it traversed the true and false branches of an if statement, leading to a disturbing change in the set of bugs the tool found (and missed). "Fixing" the problem was deemed too difficult, and the developers just rolled back the change, forfeiting the new bugs that it had found [6] .
This paper is our reaction to these (and other) bitter experiences, and to the metastizing complexity throughout the field. We have taken the simplest bug finding approachstatic analysis-and further reduced its complexity by about two orders of magnitude. This reduction is mostly due to one technical innovation, a new approach to parsing based on dramatically incomplete micro-grammars. Instead of depending on a full-blown language specification and compiler front end, our checkers are deliberately based on microgrammars, partial grammars designed to extract checkerspecific features that later passes analyze for bugs. Our checkers are often less than forty lines of code, and the parsers that they run on are less than 200. Checking an entirely new language-building its checker and associated parser-might take merely a couple hours. We have written such checkers for C, C preprocessor, C++, Java, JavaScript, and Dart code. Furthermore, because our system uses microgrammars instead of parsing and defining an entire language, it is tiny itself-roughly 2500 lines of code. It is not hard to understand a system that you can print on a dozen sheets of paper. As a result, it is not hard to customize, extend, rewrite, or reimplement that system. We hope that this stark simplification will allow more people to build and use static bug finders.
The main intellectual contribution of this paper is the concept of micro-grammars, along with techniques to define them in a principled way. Our main experimental results:
1. The approach works: as Table 1 shows, it is general and robust enough to find over 700 bugs in widely-used systems written in six different languages.
2. Despite ignoring most of the language, our checkers are not limited to checking simple syntactic properties. We reimplement two flow-sensitive checkers ( § 4) originally built using a traditional checking system, and show that despite being orders of magnitude simpler, they find a similar number of true bugs.
3. Micro-grammar checkers are not weak, and can help debug more sophisticated tools. When we check the same property as a state-of-the-art commercial tool and compare our results on the same code base, we find a roughly comparable number of bugs; we also find 190 bugs that the commercial tool misses. As a result, we think that our approach may be used as a safety net for more complex tools.
4. We repeatedly show ( § 5.1) that adopting an existing checker in our system to a new, previously unchecked language is a matter of writing a few lines of code (even when going from C++ to JavaScript!). Furthermore, writing a new checker from scratch is often in the tens of lines ( § 5.2) . This ease is in contrast to traditional static checking systems, which, because of their detailed dependency on exact language semantics, might take months or years to retarget to a new language.
5. Micro-grammars allow us to run the exactly same checker and parser combination, unaltered, on many different languages ( § 6).
Overview
Traditional checking systems use front ends designed to parse a complete language grammar. These parsers reject any input that does not lead to a legal parse based on the full language specification. In contrast, our system is built on incomplete micro-grammars that intentionally ignore the vast majority of the input language. Micro-grammar parsing differs from traditional parsing for bug finding in two ways: 1. A traditional parser returns an error (and perhaps tries to recover) when it fails to parse a program. In contrast, when a micro-grammar parser hits non-matching input, it simply slides forward by one token and tries again. This "sliding window" approach (similar to common regular expression matching) matches all constructs described by the micro-grammar and skips past those that the microgrammar does not match. Ultimately, it consumes the entire input. Table 2 . Comparing our system to a traditional system.
2. Within a grammar rule, developers can perform finegrained input skipping by using wildcard non-terminalsnon-terminals that lazily match any input up to a suffix.
For example, we can write a micro-grammar that matches if statements but does not care about the details of expressions: "S → if ( wildcard )." When applied to a file with five if statements, the parser returns five parse trees. While a traditional parser creates a tree with (roughly) one node for every token, our parser returns a tree where lists of tokens match to each wildcard node. For example, parsing "if (x == y)" with the if statement micro-grammar would result in a normal if node and a wildcard node containing "["x", "==", "y"]". Table 2 summarizes these differences between our system and a traditional canonical one.
Implementation We implement the micro-grammar approach in µchex, a language-agnostic framework for writing static bug checkers. Like a traditional system, µchex breaks its input stream into tokens, feeds these lexed tokens to a parser, and runs a checker on the parser's output. In our system, though, checker developers can easily define their own lexers, parsers, and checkers, a process that sometimes takes less than a day (or even a couple hours). This shows one of the surprising benefits of ignoring most of a language; often, parts of languages overlap enough that they can share almost the same micro-grammar ( § 5 and § 6). Concretely, this means we can combine pieces of existing parsers and checkers to form new ones, even for syntactically different languages.
We now walk through how to check a new language from scratch. First, developers specify a lexer by supplying a list of keywords, operators, and a set of regular expressions for identifiers, literals, and comments. We use the Haskell Parsec library to make lexing easy; a typical specification is around ten lines of code [32] .
Developers then build parsers recursively by defining a parser for each non-terminal and composing these parsers together to accept a micro-grammar. Adding a new nonterminal to a grammar equates to combining its parser with an existing one. For example, to create a parser for C's control flow, we first write parsers for if statements, while loops, for loops, etc. Each of these small parsers is around six lines of code, and we glue them together into a 156 line C control flow parser (Section 4.1.2 shows a concrete example of this process). The small parsers can be reused in other parsers; for example, our Dart control flow parser The parsing step, like the lexing step, is built on top of the Haskell Parsec library. This compact (3475 LOC) parser combinator library supports infinite-lookahead parsers for LL(k) grammars. It fits well with our approach because it makes combining parsers for different non-terminals easy.
For example, Figure 1 shows how each non-terminal of a grammar can correspond to a single Parsec parser, and how those Parsec parsers can be combined.
Finally, users build checkers using µchex's framework, which provides a set of built-in functions for common checking operations. Though µchex supports generic checking, we have tuned it especially for "belief-style" checkers [20] . Beliefs are facts implied by code. For example, "x/y" implies a belief that y is non-zero and an unlock "unlock(l)" implies a belief that l is locked. In general, if we assume that a programmer does not intend to crash their program, then a given program statement implies that they believe the statement's preconditions hold. Therefore, contradicting beliefs signify errors.
In our system, the user implements a checking function that produces beliefs and then uses those beliefs to find bugs. µchex automatically applies the checking function to tree nodes and propagates the beliefs that it produces through the tree. It supports forward or backward flow-sensitive analyses as well as custom propagation methods. Users control how beliefs propagate through join points, and µchex provides libraries for computing domination and post-domination.
To repeat: while we present belief-style checkers in this paper, and support them in our framework, the microgrammar approach is not limited to this type of checking. Furthermore, while we chose to implement the system in Haskell, our approach is not limited to this language; in fact, we wrote our initial system in Python. Both versions are comparable in size and our core result-the dramatic reduction in the size of the checking system-is caused by micro-grammars, not by a specific implementation.
Micro-grammars
We discuss practical aspects of micro-grammars in Section 3.1 and define them more formally in Section 3.2.
Parsing with micro-grammars
Below, we discuss how we implement the two distinctive features of our approach: the wildcard non-terminals that we use to selectively ignore parts of a language and the "sliding window" strategy that advances by one token when it fails to parse.
Wildcards The simplest wildcard rule that µchex implements is SkipTo, which skips tokens until it reaches a suffix P. We construct a SkipTo parser with semantics corresponding to the following grammar:
AnyToken → token, token ∈ language SkipTo(P) → P | AnyToken SkipTo(P)
AnyToken matches any token in the input, and SkipTo matches the suffix P or AnyToken followed by P. The following micro-grammar uses SkipTo to accept any substring that contains one "a" followed by zero or more tokens and ending in "cd":
Given the input string "abcd", the SkipB production would accept, and its wildcard non-terminal would match "b". Given the input string "abc", however, the SkipB production would not match, since "abc" does not fully contain SkipB's suffix ("cd").
Wildcard matching is lazy (as opposed to greedy), meaning that wildcards match the fewest number of tokens possible. Otherwise, any wildcard would necessarily consume the entire input. All wildcard rules (such as SkipTo) are parameterized by a suffix that defines the end of the wildcard matching. In our implementation, to decide whether a rule containing a wildcard applies, the parser does a lookahead and checks whether the rule suffix appears in the input. If not, that particular rule does not match. Tokens consumed by wildcard non-terminals are stored in special wildcard nodes in the parser output.
Sliding window approach When a µchex parser does not match, it slides forward by one token and retries; in other words, it always consumes the entire input, and matches input to productions whenever those productions accept. Without this mechanism, the parser might get stuck. For example, without "sliding window," SkipB fails to parse "XabcdXabcd", since the first token of the input is not "a". With it, parsing "XabcdXabcd" with SkipB returns two identical parse trees (and accepts the entire input string).
Our approach semantically corresponds to adding the following rule to a micro-grammar with the top symbol P:
Commit points The "sliding window" approach allows micro-grammars to ignore irrelevant parts of the input language. Clearly, though, badly-written micro-grammars may ignore too much, thereby skipping input that is relevant to the checker. For example, early in the project, we defined a try parser (incorrectly) so that its wildcard non-terminal could never find its suffix. As a result, we marched through the input, ignoring trys and sliding forward one token until eof. We solved this problem with commit points, warnings that sound when parsers consume too much. Users create commit points by specifying commit tokens, tokens that must lead to a successful match of the rule in which they appear.
After users create a commit point, the parser yells each time it "slides forward" after consuming the commit token (e.g. try).
Compositional parsers µchex implements a feature called compositional parsers that allows users combine parsers by applying one parser to the output of another. It is usually easier to write a grammar for two different constructs separately and later compose these grammars (as opposed to intermixing them into a single micro-grammar). For example, writing a grammar for if conditions and the expressions that they contain is far harder than writing a single grammar for if conditions and a single grammar for expressions. µchex takes advantage of this by allowing users to run parsers on the wildcard node output of other parsers. Applying parsers to wildcard nodes replaces those nodes with subtrees, but has no effect on the other, non-wildcard nodes. We walk through an example of compositional parsers in Section 4.1.1.
Defining micro-grammars
Micro-grammars capture portions of the input that interest the checker, such as for loops or try blocks. Checkers depend on these input snippets being parsed correctly; otherwise, the checkers might be wrong, since they are operating on a mis-parse. To avoid this problem, we intuitively want the micro-grammar's parse tree to look like a less detailed version of the original grammar's parse tree-a version with the same structure where some subtrees are replaced by wildcard nodes. We formalize this intuitive definition below. Later, we give an example of a micro-grammar that violates the definition and discuss how it confounds the checker.
Suppose we are interested in writing a checker for a certain construct (an if statement or for loop, for example) that appears in a language G, where G = (N, Σ, R, S), with N its set of non-terminals, Σ its terminals, R its productions, and S a start symbol [29] . Also, suppose that the grammar is structured in such a way that there is a non-terminal C ∈ N that that models our construct of interest. We say that G = (N , Σ, R , S ) is a micro-grammar of G iff the following two conditions are met:
Let MATCH be a function that takes a non-terminal P and some input X in L(G), and returns the set of all substrings of X that are matched by P . We require that there is a non-terminal
We need the first element of the definition because, without it, our parsers would get stuck on any input that did not match any rule. This would cause them to potentially miss check-able constructs later in the source code.
The second condition describes the fact that we want our micro-grammars to have the same overall structure as the original grammar, but with some subtrees replaced by wildcard nodes. To make MATCH concrete, consider a grammar G for a C-like language and its non-terminal ifStmt that matches if statements:
If G accepts the following code snippet Sentence: int x = 4, y = 5; if(x == y) { return x; } x++; if(x < y) { if (x < 0) { return 0; } return y; } Then MATCH(IfStmt, Sentence) is a list of three substrings:
In the following paragraph, we walk through an example of an incorrect micro-grammar and its effect on the checker.
Incorrect micro-grammars We want to write a microgrammar to check if conditions in a language defined by the following grammar:
This grammar describes if statements that check integer expressions. Based on this full grammar, we might be tempted to create the following micro-grammar:
The problem with this micro-grammar is that the rule for Cond' matches the first closing parenthesis that it encounters. For example, for the input "if ((a + b) * c) ;", Cond' matches "((a + b)", while the original non-terminal, Cond, matches the entire condition: "((a + b) * c)". As a result, our checker will check an if statement that does not actually exist in the source code ("a + b"), potentially yielding a false positive. Furthermore, it might miss a true bug in the condition that it mis-parsed ("((a + b) * c)"). This problem arises because Cond' violates the second condition of the micro-grammar definition.
The correct micro-grammar for extracting conditions is:
In contrast to the previous attempts, this micro-grammar balances parentheses to make sure that the non-terminal of interest (Cond') matches the same substrings as the original non-terminal (Cond). Now, our checker only checks if statements as they appear in the source code.
How do micro-grammar based checkers compare to traditional ones?
Because our checkers only understand a fraction of the checked language, an obvious concern is that they either cannot implement more complex analyses or fail to find a compelling number of bugs. We address those concerns by:
1. Showing that µchex is not limited to detecting simple syntactic patterns by implementing two flow-sensitive checkers from our previous work [19, 20] . These checkers detect 420 errors in Linux and Firefox, two systems that have been extensively checked for over a decade.
2. Comparing one of these checkers' results to those of an advanced, widely used commercial system. Both systems find 43 of the same bugs; SystemX finds an additional 73 bugs we miss, but we find 190 bugs it misses.
These results, presented in the next two sections, demonstrate that micro-grammars are effective and useful despite their simplicity.
Reimplemented checkers
We implement a null pointer dereference checker ( § 4.1.1) and a deadlock checker ( § 4.1.2).
Null Pointer checker
Our Null Pointer checker uses belief analysis to detect potential null pointer dereferences. It flags when a dereferenced pointer "*p" (which implies a belief that p is non-null) is post-dominated by a check against NULL (which implies a belief that p could be null). While these checks are occasionally harmless, they often signify null pointer dereferences or even security vulnerabilities [13] . The following bug shows a common pattern that this checker finds-a dereference hoisted above a null check. It was copy-pasted eleven times in the same file: /* arch/ia64/sn/pci/pcibr/pcibr_reg.c */ 199 union br_ptr __iomem *ptr = (union br_ptr __iomem *) pcibus_info->pbi_buscommon.bs_base; The pointer pcibus_info is dereferenced (implying a belief that it is non-null) in line 199 and checked against null in line 201. To detect errors like this one, the checker does a forward analysis of each function's parse tree. It keeps track of pointers that are dereferenced and flags an error whenever a previously dereferenced pointer is checked.
Implementation The checker uses two parsers, one for control flow, the other for expressions.
The control flow parser is composed of several small parsers for different control flow constructs such as functions, if statements, for loops, etc. In total it is 156 lines of code. We reuse this parser repeatedly for other checkers in this paper (even checkers that operate on other languages in Section 6). It implements a micro-grammar with non-terminals for each control flow construct and semantics corresponding to:
In addition to parsing control flow it also parses straightline statements such as "int x = y;" using the Line nonterminal. The parsers that correspond to each of these nonterminals are only three to nine lines of code. For example, the following parser code corresponds to the IfStmt nonterminal in the micro-grammar above: ifParser = do position <-pRsrvd "if" cond <-balancedP thBr <-bodyParser elseBr <-elseParser return $ IfThenElse position cond thBr elseBr
The ifParser is composed of other parsers: balancedP for balanced parentheses and their content, bodyParser for the true branch body, and elseBr for the false branch body. This parser returns an IfThenElse tree node.
A second 29-line parser extracts the structure of C expressions. We run this (compositional) parser after running the control flow parser ( § 3.2), using it to parse tokens that have matched to wildcard nodes. For example, before using the expression parser, the content of an if condition node might be:
wildcard: ["a", "==", "foo", "(", ")"]
After using the expression parser, its content would be:
The end result of applying both parsers to the source codefirst the control flow parser, next the expression parser-is a parse tree for C control flow and basic expressions.
The Null Pointer checker then operates on this tree, performing a forward, flow-sensitive traversal over each function's parse to compute a set of all pointers dereferenced (and therefore believe to be "not null") on all incoming paths. Each time the checker encounters a null pointer check "p == NULL" it looks up p in the "not null" set and emits an error if p is present.
The checker computes the "not null" set by recursively traversing the parse tree, and, at each node, pattern matching against patterns for dereferences and assignments. If a pointer is dereferenced, it is added to the "not null" set; if it is reassigned, it is removed from that set. For example, encountering a tree for the code phrase "x = p->q," our checker would add p to the "not null" set and remove x from the set.
The analysis splits at fork points (if statements, switch statements, etc) and, when these paths rejoin, the analysis adds new dereferences that occur on all paths and removes dereferences that were killed on at least one path.
Results We find 233 true bugs and twelve false positives in Linux, for a false positive rate of 5%; the original checker from [20] detected 102 bugs and 4 false positives (4% false positive rate). Our false positives arose mostly from correlations between the nullness of the dereferenced pointer and other variables and for_each macros. The checker also finds 63 bugs and 3 false positives in Firefox.
Deadlock checker
This checker flags instances where a potentially blocking function is called while interrupts are disabled, a spinlock is held, or a mutex is held. The first two cases can cause deadlock; the third is at least a performance bug. The following security bug in Linux is representative of the major errors that this checker finds: At line 169, the programmer locks atomic_op_lock and then immediately calls "__get_user()" and, perhaps, "__put_user()", which read and write memory from user space; these routines sleep if the user memory that they access is paged out. Because users can control residency, they can trigger this bug for a denial-of-service attack.
This checker is a twist on a deadlock checker from our prior work [19] . The original checker entered a no-block state when it detected a lock acquisition or interrupt disable operation. It flagged any blocking calls that it encountered in this no-block state. In hindsight, this checker missed errors when Linux's labyrinthine control flow and aggressive use of function pointers caused it to miss paths from acquisitions (or disables) to blocking operations.
We implement a twist on this checker as a safety net against its false negatives. Since our checker and the original check the same property in different ways, they will each find bugs that the other misses. As opposed to identifying blocking calls after locking or disabling calls, we flag variations on the following code pattern:
Here, "unlock(l)" implies the programmer believes l is locked on the current path, including the place where the block call was made.
Implementation Like the Null Pointer checker, the Deadlock checker does a forward analysis of parses for C control flow and expressions. Its main computed data structure is a set of beliefs about whether the program can block. When it encounters a blocking call, it adds a can-block belief to the set, and when it sees an unlocking call (or enabling call), it adds a cannot-block belief to the set. It clears the belief set when it encounters a lock or disabling call. The checker flags an error whenever the belief set contains both a can-block belief and a cannot-block belief. 
Comparison with commercial system
Micro-grammar based checkers are able to find bugsbut how do they compare to state-of-the-art static analysis tools? This section presents a case study comparing our Null Pointer checker's reports against the reports generated by a similar (but more advanced) checker implemented in a widely-used commercial tool, subsequently referred to as SystemX. 1 The company behind the tool has been developing static checkers for more than a decade, with a team that currently numbers in the low hundreds. SystemX detects bugs using an inter-procedural analysis with alias tracking and some amount of path sensitivity, while µchex does a simple intra-procedural analysis. Even though µchex is far simpler, it finds 44 out of 122 of SystemX's reports. Furthermore, and surprisingly, µchex also manages to find 190 bugs that SystemX does not. Table 3 summarizes these results.
Of course, the two tools' results are not entirely comparable. SystemX has been analyzing the kernel for over five years, and many of its most important reports have already been fixed, leaving only a residue of the total detected bugs behind. Still, we believe that our results, a direct comparison of SystemX and µchex on the same code base, show that micro-grammars are a useful approach for two reasons: 1) their results are similar to those of a more advanced system and 2) they can actually be used to improve that system. False negatives are a perennial problem for unsound checking tools. Front end based tool builders might debug their checkers by writing smaller, equivalent checkers in µchex (in thirty lines of code), or even constructing a corresponding micro-grammar based system themselves.
As a counter against potential bias in our results, we did not configure or run SystemX ourselves. The company configured their analysis for Linux, while a Linux maintainer who regularly checks the kernel with SystemX configured and built the analyzed kernel (version 4.4-rc7). He configured the checker to run with as many CONFIG options enabled as viable (roughly 6900) while disabling as few as necessary (roughly 100), and built the kernel for the x86-64 architecture. We merely accessed the reports afterwards. We compared every report issued by SystemX against those found by µchex (rather than only a subset) to avoid selection bias.
Results Table 3 summarizes the result of our comparison: the Shared column describes categories and counts of bugs that both tools found, while the SystemX and µchex columns detail the distinct bugs that each tool found. In total, SystemX generated 122 bug reports (false and true), while µchex generated 245. The table tells a two-sided story: we find bugs that SystemX misses, but we also miss bugs that SystemX finds. In the next paragraphs, we first explore the reasons for our false negatives, and then discuss the mechanisms behind our true positives.
SystemX uses two analysis strategies that we do not, inter-procedural analysis and alias tracking, which account for 66 bugs; these bugs are undetectable without these two analysis strategies, and since µchex does not use them, it misses these errors. Based on our past experiences building checking tools, we believe simple inter-procedural analysis can be readily added to µchex. µchex could also implement trivial alias tracking, but non-trivial alias tracking is challenging without a full understanding of the checked language.
SystemX's inter-procedural analysis accounts for two types of µchex false negatives: bugs where the dereference appears in one function and the check in another (53 out of 55 cases) and bugs where µchex conservatively assumes that a function might reassign a pointer (two cases). The following code snippet from Linux illustrates the second type of false negative: Even though "chip->srb" is dereferenced in line 446 and checked in line 478, µchex conservatively assumes that scsi show command could change the value of "chip->srb" (since chip is passed to scsi show command), so both the dereference and the null check may be correct. SystemX, on the other hand, analyzes the content of scsi show command, and flags an error on line 478 since the function does not alter "chip->srb."
µchex misses seven bugs that are detectable without additional analysis strategies. Three false negatives result from minor differences in how µchex and SystemX propagate beliefs through loops and gotos. Such differences are expected when comparing the results of different tools and could likely be resolved by replicating SystemX's propagation strategy (if it were public). The last four false negatives are due to our false positive suppression strategy of removing all "not null" beliefs when encountering C preprocessor directives. Without this suppression strategy, we find a less clean set of errors, but detect four more SystemX bugs.
While µchex misses a couple of bugs, it also finds 190 bugs that SystemX does not. The following error is an example: In line 228, function pointer "state->work" is dereferenced. In line 241, it is checked against null (with no intervening assignments). Strangely, in the next line, it is also checked for equality against the integer literal 2UL. It is unclear why SystemX misses this error-we believe the error is simple enough that its developers would certainly want to know about their mistake.
Some of the false negatives in SystemX are caused by the fact that it only analyzes x86-64 builds: µchex finds 18 bugs in arch (in arch/alpha, arch/cris, arch/a64, and arch/x86), while the commercial tool finds only two, both in arch/x86. In general, µchex is not limited to checking a specific build configuration; it examines every function in every file of the source code. The Linux SystemX scan maintainer tries to approximate this by configuring the build with CONFIG COMPILE TEST, so SystemX at least checks non-x86 drivers. Otherwise, their true bug rate would be lower.
How hard is it to check a new language?
Because micro-grammars ignore most of the checked language, they allows us to check entirely new languages in a few lines of code, instead of the tens (or hundreds) of thousands of lines that a traditional approach requires. This section demonstrates how micro-grammars make it easy to: 1. Retarget existing checkers to a new language. In Section 5.1 we take the C Null Pointer checker from Section 4.1.1 and its associated parsers and modify them to find errors in C++, Java, and JavaScript. Table 4 . Lines of code shared between the different versions of the Null Pointer checker (checking function and its parser). Line counts indicate changes from the language above to add support for a specific language. While line counts are a somewhat imprecise proxy for the amount of work required, the low counts are encouraging.
rizes the changes necessary to check these three different languages (and to find 211 bugs).
2. Create new checkers for new languages. In Section 5.2 we build: 1) a checker for the C preprocessor (CPP) that finds 23 bugs and 2) four checkers for Dart that find 15 bugs and 152 performance errors.
Adapting an existing checker to a new language
Bugs in one language often appear in others. Unfortunately, the structure of traditional checking tools makes it hard to retarget checkers to new languages. Creating a front end from scratch can take months or years. Even adapting a prebuilt front end is not easy, since front ends are complicated, and so is integrating one with a checking tool. As one data point, it took us years to add Java checking to our C static tool, both in an academic and later in an industry setting. This section demonstrates that retargeting micro-grammar checkers can be nearly trivial by measuring how much effort it takes to port Section 4's Null Pointer checker from C to C++, Java, and JavaScript. For each language, our goal is to implement a useful checker, one that finds true bugs and few false positives, using the smallest number of modifications (akin to a minimum viable product). We discuss the adaptions and results for each target language and conclude with a brief discussion of the case study.
C++ Adapting the C Null Pointer checker to check C++ requires 27 lines of code, and the adapted checker finds 71 bugs. Without these adaptions, the original tool finds 50 of the same bugs (and 9 of the same false positives) on Firefox, but flags over one hundred additional false reports. To suppress these, we implement support for try statements and templated identifiers within the micro-grammar. Finally, we adjust the checker to conservatively reset all "not null" beliefs when it encounters a function call that looks like it might be in the same class as the current code. Methods like these ("foo()" as opposed to "bar.foo()") can change the state of any member variable of the class; in other words, they might change the value of a pointer between the dereference and the check, invalidating our error report.
In contrast to C, C++ supports classes with operator overloading, which presents both a problem and an opportunity for µchex. We can end up with false positives if a class overloads the dereference (->) and logical negation (!) operators, since we do not know what beliefs the overloaded operators imply. On the other hand, developers have expectations about operator's behavior, and completely violating these assumptions is bad style. For example, "!" and "->" are overloaded for implementing smart pointers, pointers that ease memory management but follow traditional dereference and negation rules. µchex finds null smart pointer dereferences for free, while a traditional system would require quite a bit of modification to support checking them. We find a number of bugs involving Firefox's custom smart pointers (such as nsRefPtr and nsComPtr).
In total, the checker finds 61 bugs in Firefox and 33 false positives. Out of the false positives, 24 are caused by callbacks that change a member in the calling class. For example, "mActor->StartDestroy()" indirectly destroys mActor, which makes the subsequent null check valid. In LLVM, the checker finds 10 bugs and a single false positive. The checker finds the following bug in LLVM: ... The code checks I0 and I1 on lines 490 and 491 even though they are dereferenced on lines 456-459. In addition, the conditions do not match the dereferences in their bodies ("I->getFastMathFlags();").
Java The analogue of a null pointer dereference in Java is a NullPointerException when performing operations on null object. Adapting the already-adapted C++ Null Pointer checker to check Java requires 2 lines of code; the only real change is representing the dereference operator as "." instead of "->."
The Java Null Pointer checker finds the following issue in OpenJDK:
/* jdk/src/share/classes/com/sun/crypto/provider/ CipherCore.java */ 886 int outputCapacity = output.length -outputOffset; 887 int minOutSize = (decrypting?
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(estOutSize -blockSize):estOutSize); 889 if ((output == null) ...) ... Calling "output.length" implies that output cannot be null, whereas the check "output == null" implies a belief that output can be null. Therefore, we flag an error.
JavaScript Adapting the Java checker to JavaScript requires 17 lines of code that extend its micro-grammar with support for nested functions. Without this adaption, the JavaScript checker mis-parses functions to the point that the checker is unable to operate. To suppress false positives, we change the checker to only consider the left-hand sides of binary logical operator expressions as null checks. For example, in "a || b," we consider only a to have been checked. We do this because, in JavaScript, "expr1 || expr2" returns expr1 if it evaluates to true and expr2 otherwise (instead of returning a boolean value). This operator is commonly used to express that expr2 is a fallback, meaning that there is value to including expr2 even if it is guaranteed never to evaluate to false.
The JavaScript checker finds 25 bugs in Firefox and 7 in Node.js with 6 and one false positive, respectively. The following example shows a dereference just before a check in Firefox: Discussion Our case study shows that it is possible to adapt a checker to new languages by slightly changing the checker and its micro-grammar. While these adapted checkers can be tuned further to find even more bugs, it is surprising that so few changes yield such useful results, especially compared to the amount of work that it would take to migrate a traditional checking system to a new language.
Writing a checker for a new language from scratch
We now demonstrate how easy it is to write a new checker from scratch for a new language by doing so for both Dart ( § 5.2.2) and CPP code ( § 5.2.1). These languages are very different: Dart is a new scripting language developed by Google, and CPP is an old, primitive language with many pitfalls. Nevertheless, the micro-grammar approach makes implementing checkers for both of these languages possible with very little code overhead.
C preprocessor (CPP)
When developers use the C preprocessor to conditionally compile code in big source files, the directives become distant and nested, making it challenging to keep track of all the active definitions ("if-def hell"). Our checker extracts all CPP conditional checks and flags logical contradictions. The following Linux example shows a representative error: /* sound/pci/au88x0/au88x0_core.c */ 878 #ifndef CHIP_AU8810
... Lines 878-1035 are guarded by a check that verifies that CHIP_AU8810 is not defined. Nested within this guarded piece of code, there are two pieces of code that are guarded by checks that verify that CHIP_AU8810 is defined, rendering the code within them useless. The checker finds 16 bugs in Firefox and 7 bugs in Linux with no false positives. We implement 40 lines of checker and parser to achieve these results.
We extract preprocessor directives and traverse their parse to determine whether conditions have been redundantly checked. The checker produces beliefs about whether a variable is defined or undefined and flags tautological and (often more important) contradictory checks. When the checking function encounters a check such as "#ifdef foo", it generates a belief checked for foo. Directives like "#define foo" or "#undef foo" remove that belief because they change foo. The checker conservatively resets all beliefs when encountering an "#include" directive, because the included file could define or undefine anything. In contrast to the previous belief-style checkers, this checker propagates beliefs path-sensitively: µchex propagates the belief that foo has been checked through the branches of an "#ifdef" but not beyond the corresponding "#endif".
Dart
The CPP language is old and relatively simple; this section shows that it is similarly easy to write a parser and checker for features of a new, much more sophisticated language. We check Dart, an optionally-typed language that compiles to JavaScript and has been used in production since 2013.
We did not conceive of the checkers in this section ourselves; in fact, none of us authors has ever written a line of Dart. Instead, we solicited a list of common errors from active Dart developers and created a checker for each one, validating its errors with experts. Clearly, even though these checkers are small and easy to build, they still find real-world errors that matter to developers.
Three of the checkers in the next paragraphs operate on the output of the same 207 line Dart control flow parser (where 75 lines are reused from the C version). One checker runs on an independent 7 line parser. We describe their implementations and the bugs that they find in the following.
Equals without hashcode This checker flags overridden Dart "==" methods that lack a corresponding hashCode methods. In Dart (as in Java), classes inherit an "==" (equals) method from the root of the of the class hierarchy. This default method only checks whether two objects are the same instance-whether they are the same exact object. Programmers can override the default "==" method with a custom implementation. Dart expects users to override the hashCode method when overriding "==," because equal objects should hash to the same value. Missing hashCode implementations may cause wrong behavior: for example, many elements that are equal according to the overridden method might end up in a different bucket in a HashMap because their hashCodes differ.
Our 28-line checking function runs on a control flow parse and does a backwards analysis of each Dart class. When it encounters a "==" method, it adds a needs_hashCode belief to the belief set. When it sees a hashCode method, it removes this belief. Finally, if it reaches the beginning of a class and the needs_hashCode belief remains, the checker flags an error. Below is a Dart class where the "==" function is overridden without also overriding hashCode: 
}
The checker finds 13 instances of overriden "==" methods without hashCode and no false positives. We confirmed these errors with Dart developers. Seven of the errors that this tool found on a previous version of the analyzed code have been fixed (though independent of our reports). Our Java version of the checker finds 73 bugs and 2 false positives in OpenJDK.
Non-observable @Observable collections When writing Dart Polymer elements-Dart web elements that rely on the Polymer package-developers may use the "@Observable" annotation. Placed before data structures, this annotation enables a two-way binding between DOM nodes and object models. If programmers add the annotation to collections without making their contents observable (using the toObservable function or an Observable version of the collection), changes to that collection's elements in the DOM are not reflected in the data model for the collection.
The checker (26 lines of code) traverses the parsed Dart control flow, seeking annotation nodes. If it detects that a new collection object has been annotated, it verifies that that collection's value has been converted toObservable (or that the collection's name contains Observable, making it an observable collection).
We find two instances of this error in Dart code (out of twenty-two observable annotations in the code that we check): Style: spurious null check Though not an error, null checks in overridden "==" functions are not necessary, since Dart handles this case automatically. To find this style issue, we parse Dart control flow and implement a checker (9 lines of code) that finds "==" functions containing a null check. For each null check, the checker produces a warning.
Performance: incorrect length check In Dart, lists and list-backed data structures implement the isEmpty function, which runs in constant time. Despite this, many people check lists' ".length" against 0, a check that runs in linear time. This check usually results in a small performance hit but adds up when repeated. The checker consists of a separate parser (7 lines of code) and a checking function that flags everything the parser returns. It finds 152 instances of the issue in Dart code.
Discussion These results show that the micro-grammar approach is not limited to detecting low-level bugs in old languages-it can be just as readily applied to new, modern programming languages. Optimistically, our results suggest that micro-grammars could speed the adoption of new languages by enabling developers to easily write checkers for them. In fact, micro-grammars are a good fit for budding languages because they are robust to evolving language grammars. As languages mature, developers can adjust their checkers with very little overhead.
Finally, we were happily surprised by the fact that microgrammars allowed us to find bugs not only in systems we do not understand, but also in languages we do not understand.
Does the same checker run on different languages' source code?
One of our most unexpected results is that the same checker and parser combination can find bugs in many different languages. The intuition behind this fact is that if languages share a common heritage, some portion of their grammars may be similar, even though they may otherwise differ significantly. Micro-grammars can capture the overlapping portion while ignoring the rest of the grammar. This section explores this unexpected result by running the same checker, unaltered, charcter-for-character, on C, C++, Java, and JavaScript code. We detect programming logic errors in the form of tautological branching decisions. Such redundant or impossible operations often hint at highlevel conceptual errors [20, 47, 49] . With the exception of a few stylized (and often commented) cases, programmers write code to perform useful work; if they perform an action, it is because they believe it serves a purpose. To detect these errors, we implement the following checkers: While these errors are thought of as simple, they can be some of the most difficult to diagnose [6] , because they often cause code to silently compute an incorrect result.
Redundant Branches
The Redundant Branches checker flags instances where both true and false branches of an if statement perform syntactically identical actions. With some exceptions, checking a condition implies that the programmer must handle different cases as a result of that condition. Performing identical actions in both cases is suspicious.
The following error in LLVM (changed in version 3.7.0) is a good example:
Here, the LLVM assembler's parsing code checks if the input assembly uses Intel syntax, which it must handle differently (versus AT&T syntax). Unfortunately, both branches contain identical code, thereby leading to (potentially silent) mis-parses. Our checker, despite not understanding C++ and certainly not understanding what this program does, easily detects this bug.
The checker uses the C control flow parser. It examines each if node in the parse tree and if both branches are syntactically equal, it flags an error. The checker filters out if statements with empty consequent blocks (the surprisingly common "if (x) ;"). It also filters out errors that appear in chained if statements, because repeated branches often indicate multiple cases without a commitment to different actions in every case. This extra false positive filtration can be easily disabled.
The checker finds 48 true bugs and 12 false positives running unaltered on C, C++, Java, and JavaScript code. We find 8 additional instances in generated code in OpenJDK. Our true bugs often seem to result from copy-paste errors. Our false positives, on the other hand, mostly consist of instances where programmers use duplicate logic to document that different cases lead to the same actions. Programmers also occasionally insert these kinds of statements for future use. In practice, identical branch blocks are suspicious enough that they are commonly accompanied by a comment.
Redundant Conditions
This checker flags sequences of nested if statements where more than one if statement contains the same condition. The most straightforward errors that this checker finds mirror those in Section 6.1, where it appears that the program-mer copied code but performed an incomplete rewrite. For example, the checker finds the following error in OpenJDK:
The condition "to.isLong()" is checked on lines 131 and 134. The code in the body of the first check, however, appears to handle UInt32s (instead of Longs). This has two ramifications: 1) Longs are handled as UInt32s and 2) UInt32s are not handled at all.
Like the Redundant Branches checker, this checker runs on parsed C control flow structures. For each if node in the program graph, it gathers all the chained if nodes attached to it. It flags an error if any of the conditions are not unique. It filters out duplicate cases with side-effects ("if (x++)").
This checker finds 16 errors in C, C++, Java, and JavaScript. The checker could potentially yield many false positives because it only does rudimentary filtering of conditions with side-effects. In practice, the filter is good enough to avoid all false positives on the systems that we check.
Suspicious Loop Condition
All four languages-C, C++, Java and JavaScript-have for loops, which they define similarly as containing four parts: the initialization, the condition, the afterthought, and the body. Often, developers use for loops to traverse a range of numbers. In this case, the condition defines either the lower or the upper bound of the range and the afterthought defines the direction of the traversal. Our Suspicious Loop Conditions checker identifies pairings of loop conditions and afterthoughts that are suspicious because the direction of change in the afterthought moves the value away from the condition. The following code is an error in OpenJDK: Windows uses alphabetical identifiers for volumes. Instead of traversing these identifiers from "C:" to "Z:" in order to find an active drive, the for loop explores the range below "C:", which consists of illegal identifiers. Because of the narrow range of char, the loop will wrap around and terminate, silently skipping most of the intended lookups.
This checker uses the for loop header parser (which is also used in the C control flow parser):
The checking function extracts variables that are compared with an expression (e.g. "x < expr") and the nature of that comparison (e.g. "<"). From the afterthought, it extracts variables that are incremented or decremented. Then, it checks that comparisons on a variable are consistent with the operation on that variable in the afterthought.
We run the unmodified checker on C, C++, Java and JavaScript code. The checker detects 11 true bugs and 39 false positives. With the exception of one of the false positives, the variable in question is an unsigned integer, so under-and overflow are defined behaviors, and the behavior may be intentional (though somewhat questionable).
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, the concept of micro-grammars is new, as is the thorough, deliberate use of language incompleteness to simplify program checkers. Our empirical result that checkers can ignore the bulk of a programming language and yet be effective is viewed as "surprising" (to pick the most diplomatic word) by nearly everyone in the programming language community we have discussed it with.
Simplicity The systems community has a long tradition of arguing for and acting on simplicity. This ranges from broad principles such as KISS (and others compiled in [31] ) and some forms of the end-to-end argument for moving functionality out of layers [43] . Some examples of artifacts that aimed to be more simple in useful ways than their predecessors are the RISC computer [38] and Unix [42] as a reaction to Multics [12] (and then Plan9 as a reaction to Unix complexity [40] ). One way to view this paper is that we have extended the reasoning that systems should be simple to also apply to the tools that check them. In this context, many of the arguments for ease of modification, understanding, speed, and correctness made in prior work also hold.
Incompleteness Our sliding window approach for microgrammars is similar to traditional parsers that perform error recovery [2, 26] . When a malformed input triggers a parse error in such parsers, the parser skips ahead until it finds a successful match. While our approach skips ahead and retries in a similar fashion when no rule applies, we additionally use bounded skipping within rules using wildcard nonterminals. Often error recovery in traditional parsers works well (perhaps because languages have somewhat evolved to enable it), which gives encouragement to our approach.
In the context of program checkers, the closest parallel to incomplete grammars is that some unsound static tools skip portions of code (functions, files, and directories) that they cannot parse (some tools can also skip paths in code they understand to make progress [30] ). Of these tools, the closest analogue we know to our approach is the use of pre-compilation filters that remove code constructs (such as compiler-specific assembly statements) that the tool cannot parse [6] . We believe that skipping code is a common practice but often not reported because of negative connotations. While these prior approaches skip code, they combine the risks of incomplete parsing with the complexity of traditional approaches: rather than leveraging their incompleteness for simplicity, they use full-blown, complex front ends with the added challenge that they silently discard code, often in ways that are hard to reason about. In comparison, micro-grammars give orders of magnitude reduction in tool complexity, while also making the line between parsed and skipped code both explicit and more precise.
The use of incomplete grammars to parse programs can be viewed as similar to natural language processing (NLP) [9] , where a key problem is to parse corpora (e.g., newspaper articles) using woefully incomplete grammars and do something useful with the result. The fact that the NLP field has obtained many interesting results using incomplete grammars perhaps makes it less of a surprise that micro-grammars can work for the more regular programming languages. NLP often benefits from the fact that many of the statements one cares about are upward entailing [21] , i.e. missing information does not invalidate them: "Bob is 18" is true whether or not we miss that he is also African. A similar dynamic occurs with code checkers, which often only need a small set of program constructs to detect violations of their properties. For example, a lock checker may only need lock acquisition and release and control flow, but can ignore other statements in the program since they cannot invalidate the facts implied by these operations.
Finally, our deliberate strategy of skipping over code that the micro-grammar cannot parse has some similarities in spirit to failure oblivious computing [41] , which discards the result of computations that caused errors (such as memory corruption or division by zero) in order to make progress.
Program Checking Using micro-grammars makes µchex and its checkers dramatically simpler than past systems for effective static bug finding. While line counts are not public, even early tools appear to be orders of magnitude more complex, including PREfix [30] , ESP [16] , ESC [22, 33] , the leak detection analysis of Xie et al. [48] , and Wagner's security work [45, 46] .
A key reason for the complexity in the past work is that from the very beginning, the standard approach to source code analysis has been to build tools on top of sophisticated language front ends. Examples for such front ends for C include gcc, EDG [25] , clang [1], and CIL [34] . These front ends are complex. For example, the most widely-used commercial front end, EDG, consists of almost one million lines of code. As a consequence of using traditional front ends, even bug-finding tools known for their simplicity such as the PREfast system [3] (which performs only intra-procedural analysis and makes heavy use of annotations) are forced to be significantly larger than a micro-grammar approach. In addition, those tools can be limited by the capabilities of their front end: Despite years of effort clang still has issues compiling parts of the Linux kernel [10] .
At the opposite end of the spectrum, there are many different approaches to dynamic bug finding. The simplest are concrete dynamic tools such as Purify [27] and Valgrind [36] taint analysis, including TaintCheck [37] and Dytan [11] .
These side-step the need for a programming language specification, but instead need an analogous understanding of machine code, which empirically appears at least as difficult.
More recently, researchers have pushed dynamic analysis further by using symbolic execution [7] , such as klee [8] , DART [24] , Woodpecker [15] , DiSE [39] , and CUTE [44] . Because these approaches execute code paths while reasoning about many (potentially all) possible values, they can check properties we cannot. Overall, these approaches are significantly more complex than traditional static analysis, which in turn is significantly more complex and heavier weight than our approach. As a result, while they can find some errors we cannot (the converse applies as well), they generally apply to significantly less code-one way to see this is to compare the hundreds of bugs we find to the typically order of magnitude fewer found in these other papers.
Ambitious researchers have combined static and dynamic analysis in various ways, such as CCured [35] , SLAM [4, 5] , Bandera [14] , and FeaVer [28] . We view these approaches as somewhat orthogonal to ours, and hope that using microgrammars could help reduce complexity in such systems.
Others have taken a language-based approach to prevent bugs, such as Vault [17] and Foster et al. [23] . Switching languages requires significant work on the part of the programmer. We view our work as relatively independent of language-based approaches, but hope that the ease of writing micro-grammar checkers for new languages might somewhat mitigate the stress of adopting them.
Conclusion
We challenge the long-standing assumption that static bug finding tools must be based on a complete language front end. In this paper, we find bugs despite the fact-and at times because of the fact-that our checkers are built on micro-grammars, incomplete fragments of a language. Because our system does not require a complete language specification, it allows developers to check new languages easily. Furthermore, the partial parses on which our checkers operate surprisingly often match constructs that appear identically in multiple languages; as a result, a checker and parser written for one language can run un-or slightly-altered on many others. Finally, since our design reduces the complexity of program checking by orders of magnitude, we hope it it will increase the number of developers writing checkers and checking systems-and the number of dangerous bugs detected.
